EN

:: S -LINE
exclusive sauna heater series

Made in Germany

The S-Line is an exclusive range of luxury class sauna heaters
with the distinctive design and finest quality in materials and
craftsmanship.
S-Line sauna heaters are the sum of the decades of the unique
practical experience, our extensive know-how in technology
and innovative approach in design and construction.
All EOS sauna heaters are proudly MADE IN GERMANY.

:: DESIGN & PERFORMANCE
for an ultimate sauna experience
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:: PURE RELAXATION.
Leave the pressures of the day b ehind you and rela x in the s auna .
Jus t let your self go and e xp erience ultimate rela xation.
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:: RELAXATION
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:: BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED

EOS HERKULES

Luxury sauna heaters in distinctive contrast design
for demanding private and commercial users

:: LUXURY CLASS HEATERS
design meets performance
The EOS Hercules S25 series are elegant, compact-size
floor-standing heaters for domestic and commercials saunas.
Side panels in anthracite pearl effect finish and brushed stainless steel provide a distinctive, high contrast, straight-ligned
design.
Thanks to the flat rear side panel with the recessed terminal
block these heaters may be installed in front of glass panels.
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EOS Herkules

EOS Herkules S25 - 7.5 kW / 9.0 kW
Floor-standing sauna heater for domestic and commercial
saunas. Thanks to the innovative construction Herkules S25
features a 25 kg rock store without direct contact with the
heating elements for optimal air convection, fast heat-up time
and powerful water splashes.
Also available as “Black Line Edition” with high-quality,
scratch-resistant matt black finish.

EOS Herkules S25 Vapor - 7.5 kW / 9.0 kW
The 'Vapor' version is based on the Herkules S25 model and
features a built-in 2 kW vaporizer (manual refilling) which allows to create various climate forms, from a traditional dry
Finnish sauna to a mild steamy sauna or a herbal bath. An elegant stainless steel holder for essences allows to turn your
sauna to a herbal bath or fill it with pleasant fragrances.
Also available as “Black Line Edition” with high-quality,
scratch-resistant matt black finish.

EOS Herkules

EOS Herkules S60 - 9 kW / 12 kW / 15 kW
Elegant and yet highly durable floor-standing sauna heater for
large domestic and commercial saunas.
Side panels in anthracite peal effect finish with the brushed
stainless steel front side are perfectly complemented with a
stylish decorative wooden strip.

EOS Herkules S60 Vapor - 9 kW / 12 kW / 15 kW
The 'Vapor' version is based on the Herkules S60 model and
features a powerful 2 kW vaporizer (manual refilling) which
allows to create various climate forms, from a traditional dry
Finnish sauna to a mild steamy sauna or a herbal bath.
A designer stainless steel essence holder is included with every
Hekules S60 Vapor model.

:: LUXURY CLASS HEATERS
design meets performance
High-performance exclusive sauna heaters for large sauna cabins up to 25 m³.
Herkules S60 range features a minimalistic, straight-lined design
with an elegant decorative wooden strip.
Thanks to the 60 kg large rock store EOS Herkules S60 models
offer an exceptional heat storage and powerful steam shocks.
With an optional rear wall cover panel Herkules S60 models may
be installed in front of glass panels.
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:: INNOVATIVE DESIGN HEATERS
more variet y and fun in your sauna
EOS Herkules XL S50 models have a unique design featuring an
innovative construction with two separate rock stores. Two 25
kg large rock stores provide a perfect balance between strong
air convection and optimal heat storage capacity.
This ensures an optimized air convection and allows to make
water splashes alternately on the left or on the right side for
more steam and more sauna enjoyment.
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EOS Herkules

EOS Herkules XL S50 - 12.0 kW / 15.0 kW
Floor-standing sauna heater with two separate 25 kg rock
stores for an optimized air convection and more frequent water splashes. Thanks to the stretched design and the flat rear
wall with recessed terminal boxes Herkules XL S50 may be
placed in front of glass panels.

EOS Herkules XL S50 Vapor			
12.0 kW / 15.0 kW

The 'Vapor' version is based on the Herkules XL S50 model and
features a built-in evaporator which is located right between
the rock stores which provides this sauna heater its unique
appearance. An elegant cup holder for essences or herbs perfectly complements the design and enhances the possibilities.
Use a sauna as a traditional Finnish sauna, as a mild steamy
bath or a herbal bath.

EOS Herkules

EOS Herkules XL S120
18.0 kW / 24.0 kW / 30.0 kW
The high-performance sauna heater for intensive use in large
commercial saunas.
Unique stretched design with two separate 60 kg stone baskets
placed above the heating elements for continuously strong air
convection, long service life and easy maintenance.

EOS Herkules XL S120 Vapor
18.0 kW / 24.0 kW / 30.0 kW
The 'Vapor' version of the Herkules XL S120 model features
a built-in powerful 3 - 4 kW vaporizer placed in the middle
between both rock stores. The vaporizer is equipped with an
automatic refilling (integrated top-up device) for convenience
in use.
Herkules XL S120 Vapor is ideal for steamy saunas and allows
to achieve a large variety of climate forms - from traditional dry
sauna to a perfectly mild herbal bath.

:: SUPERIOR COMMERCIAL
performance heaters
The flagship of the EOS Herkules series for large
commercial saunas. The Herkules XL S120 set standards
for superior performance, durability and sophisticated
design.
Two separate rock stores with up to 120 kg stones
ensure an excellent temperature stability and heat
storage capacity. The unique construction with
rock stores above the heating elements provides
continuously high performance and reliability.

:: EOS HERKULES FRAGRANCE
Innovative accessories

Essence oil tray with an integrated water supply.
Herkules Fragrance is designed for retrofitting onto
the EOS sauna heater Herkules Herkules XL S120 /
XL S120 Vapor and is designed to be filled with water
and, if necessary, any doses of sauna infusion preparations or essential oils.

:: RELAX WITH STYLE.
Leave the pressures of the day behind you and take a break. Be it an icy cold
winter's day or a mild summer's night - a bath in the sauna is always relaxing. EOS
sauna heaters will ensure you can enjoy your sauna over years to come.

:: TIME OUT

EOS STONE

:: A sense of well-being

Impressive sauna heaters with an extravagant soapstone
front for true sauna enthusiasts - performance and style.

:: FOR SAUNA ENTHUSIASTS
innovative, attractive & beautifully shaped
An EOS Stone sauna heater with its impressive “raw stone” design
will be an eye catcher in every sauna.
The front side is fitted with massive soap stone panels which not
only provide this model its unique appearance but also store heat
and become a source of a gentle, comforting warmth radiation.
Thanks to the flat rear side with recessed terminal box Stone S25
heaters are great for installation in front of glass panels.

EOS Stone

EOS Stone S25 - 7.5 kW / 9.0 kW
Surprisingly compact yet powerful - with only 0,16 m² footprint
Stone S25 features a 25 kg large rock store for high temperature
stability and frequent water splashes. Made of special high
grade stainless steel with finest craftsmanship and care to
every detail Stone is designed to last - to deliver you years of
enjoyment in your sauna.
Also available as “Black Line Edition” with high-quality, scratchresistant matt black finish.

EOS Stone S25 Vapor - 7.5 kW / 9.0 kW
For even more fun and variety - the Stone S25 Vapor features
an integrated 2 kW vaporizer with a stylish stainless steel essence holder which allows to create a sauna climate up to your
preference - from hot & dry traditional sauna to a perfectly
mild warm air bath, a steamy sauna or a herbal bath filled with
fine fragrances.
Also available as “Black Line Edition” with high-quality,
scratch-resistant matt black finish.

EOS Stone

EOS Stone S60 - 9 kW / 12 kW / 15 kW
The 60 kg of stones in the sauna heater ensure powerful
infusions and a high level of heat storage. The heating elements
can be replaced without having to remove the stones. Thanks
to the optional rear wall cover the Stone S60 heater may be
placed in front of glass panels.

EOS Stone S60 Vapor - 9 kW / 12 kW / 15 kW
The 'Vapor' version is based on the Stone S60 heater and features an integrated 2 kW vaporizer (manual refilling) with a
stylish stainless steel essence holder which allows to create the
sauna climate to you preference - for instance a traditional hot
& dry Finnish sauna, a mild steamy banya or a herbal bath filled
with fine fragrances.

:: FOR SAUNA ENTHUSIASTS
innovative, attractive & beautifully shaped
With 60 kg stones and a massive soap stone front panel
Stone S60 stands for an exceptional performance both in domestic and commercial use.
More than just a design feature, the soap stone panel stores heat
and radiates it gently around while the extra large stone volume
ensures high temperature stability and powerful steam shocks.
The rock store is placed above the heating elements for an improved air convection and easy maintenance.

:: ENJOY THE QUIET
Relaxation and pleasure for body and mind. Wind down whilst enjoying a sauna
in all variety of climate forms, let yourself be carried away in the pleasant quiet of
a relaxing atmosphere.
Enjoy, relax and forget the every day pressures!

:: QUIET

EOS MYTHOS

:: DESIGN MATTERS

Designed to impress - sophisticated sauna heaters in distinctive
cubistic design. The Mount Everest of sauna culture.

:: D ESIGNED TO IMPR ESS
ex travagant, versatile, unique
Designer sauna heater for demanding domestic and
commercial saunas. The accented minimalist style cubist
design is perfectly complemented by the innovative pedestal.
Thanks to the flat reverse side in matching design, this heater
is ideal for placement directly in front of glass surfaces or in the
middle of the sauna cabin.
The special highlight are the optional unique Cubius stones
that perfect the design of the heater.
The variety of exclusive finishes and stone designs set no
borders to creativity in order to turn a good sauna into a design
masterpiece.

EOS Mythos

EOS Mythos S35 Anthracite
EOS Mythos S35 CRS
with optional Cubius stones

EOS Mythos S35 - 7.5 kW / 9.0 kW
Mythos S35 features a very compact, place-saving footprint
size of less than 0,16 m² and yet fits up to 35 kg stones which
are placed above the heating elements for continuously high
performance and improve air convection.

+
EOS Mythos S35 Vapor - 2.0 kW / 3.0 kW
In contrast to conventional Bi-O type heaters, the Mythos
vaporizer is not integrated into the heater, instead it can be
simply docked to the left or right which gives you more design
options or the possibility to add it at a later time.
With 2 kW or 3 kW output you will have a powerful and effective
steam source to create a large variety of climate forms in your
sauna.
All Mythos S35 models may be enhanced with the unique
Cubius stones to perfect the design of your sauna.

EOS Mythos

EOS Mythos S45 Anthracite
EOS Mythos S45 CRS with
optional Cubius stones

Mythos S45 - 12.0 kW / 15.0 kW
Exclusive sauna heater that is perfect for commercial saunas.
The stone basket holds up to 45 kg of stones.
Add the optional Cubius stones to perfect the design of the
heater.

+

Example: It is also possible to mount 2 vaporizers (left and right).

Mythos S45 Vapor - 2.0 kW / 3.0 kW
In contrast to conventional Bi-O type heaters, the Mythos
vaporizer is not integrated into the heater. It can be simply
docked to the left or right which gives you more design options.
With 2 kW or 3 kW output you will have a powerful steam
source to create a large variety of climate forms in your sauna.

:: D ESIGNED TO IMPR ESS
ex travagant, versatile, unique
The Mythos S45 heaters with a stone basket that can hold up to
45 kg of stones are ideal for larger saunas up to 25 m³. Like the
S35, the S45 model is also just 37 cm deep - which is unique in
this category - and therefore saves valuable space in the sauna
cabin.
Design tip: Try the Cubius stones of various heights (available
optionally) and create your own unique design, e.g. in a skyline
style.

:: M Y T HOS - COLOUR ED I T ION
The highlight in ever y sauna cabin.
Mythos White - it’s not just colour, it is lifestyle. Upgrade your
sauna with this extravagant eye-catching sauna heater.
Mythos White features an innovative hi-tec powder coating
finish which won’t discolour. Your Mythos White will remain
white.
Real innovation in sauna design - the only heater series
worldwide featuring stones in the same colour finish. Cubius
stones in matching colour finish are standard in every Mythos
colour edition model.

EOS Mythos

EOS Mythos 'White'
Exclusive sauna heater for domestic and commercial use with
35 kg or 45 kg large rock store. Heat and scratch-resistant ‘pure
white’ powder coating on all sides.
Includes Cubius stones in pure white finish with support frame.
Available as S35 (7.5 / 9.0 kW) and as S45 (12 / 15 kW) version.

+
EOS Mythos 'White' Vapor - 2 kW / 3 kW
Mythos in white edition is also available as a vapor model. The
vaporizer is not built-in but may be simply docked on the left
or on the right side.
With 2 kW or 3 kW output you will have a powerful and effective
steam source to create a large variety of climate forms in your
sauna.
Available both with S35 and S45 versions.

Mythos

EOS Mythos ‘Black’
Mythos sauna heater with the exclusive matt black finish on all
sides. Available as Mythos S35 in 7.5 or 9 kW or as Mythos S45 in
12 or 15 kW.
The special highlight are the black Cubius stones that perfect the
design of the heater (included with all Mythos Black models).

+
EOS Mythos ‘Black Vapor’ - 2.0 kW / 3.0 kW
In contrast to previous models, the vaporizer is not integrated into
the Mythos sauna heater, instead it can be simply mounted to the
left or right which gives you more design options.
2 kW or 3 kW power output and the possibility to connect up to
two vaporizers allow to adapt the steam output to the size of your
sauna to create various sauna experiences.
Mythos Black Vapor can be combined with S35 and S45 versions.

:: M Y T HOS - COLOUR ED I T ION
The ‘wow’ effect heater for your sauna
Mythos sauna heater in subtle matt black finish - an extravagant
eye-catching element for your sauna cabin. Great for modern
design-oriented saunas with dark wood panelling.
For a perfect design all Mythos Black heaters include the
original Cubius stones in the same matt black finish (special
heat and scratch resistant powder coating).
Mythos Black models are available as Mythos S35 version (7.5
/ 9.0 kW) or as Mythos S45 version (12 / 15 kW). Of course also
with an optional vaporizer (Vapor version).

:: M Y T HOS BL ACK & W HI T E
L i m i t e d E d i t i o n . U n l i m i t e d q u a l i t y.
Mythos Black & White is an exclusive limited edition dedicated
to the 70-year EOS anniversary. Only 70 units will be produced,
every heater is numbered and supplied with the special
certificate. Every heater is manually assembled at EOS in
Germany.
The highlight of this model is the extravagant unique design
with the sharp black & white contrast. Of course including the
Cubius stones in the matching black & white style.

EOS Mythos

EOS Mythos 'Black & White'
Front and rear panels, as well the pedestal in white finish, side
panels in black finish. Includes exclusive Cubius stones in matching
black & white finish.
Available as Mythos S35 (7.5 / 9 kW) and as Mythos S45 (12 / 15 kW).

+
EOS Mythos 'Black & White' Vapor
2.0 kW / 3.0 kW

Enhance your Mythos with the optional vaporizer for an ultimate
sauna experience - set the climate to your liking, from traditional
hot & dry to relaxing mild and humid.
2 kW or 3 kW power output and the possibility to connect up to
two vaporizers allow to adapt the steam output to the size of your
sauna to create various sauna experiences.
Can be combined with S35 and S45 models.

:: CUBIUS STONES FOR MYTHOS
Be different. Be unique. Express yourself.
The uniquely shaped Mythos Cubius stones bring sauna design
to absolute perfection. With the new colour editions they allow
you to add your own individual touch to the design of your
sauna heater by using various heights, colour combinations or
the innovative Cubius Loop models.
And it is more than just a “design thing”. Cubius stones allow
you to enjoy infusions for even longer and improve the
performance of your heater.

Make your sauna unique with the Cubius stones in various
heights (available in 4 cm, 6 cm and 8 cm height). Create your
own “skyline” effect.

EOS Mythos

EOS Mythos Cubius stones
Champagne/white/black

Exclusive cubic shape stones made of solid soap stone. Available either without any finish or in special colour editions champagne, black or white.
The colour edition stones have a special heat- and scratch resistant coating that will not discolour however hot things get.
The colour edition stones are included with all Mythos colour
edition heaters (white, black, bronze, red, B&W limited edition).

EOS Mythos Cubius Loop stones
Mono/Duo/Quattro

Innovative Cubius Loop stones are manually cut of solid natural soap stone. Literally 'carved in stone' you can enjoy your
infusions for much longer using one or several Cubius Loop
stones. Cubius and Cubius Loop stones are a great way to enhance your sauna experience!

EOS Shark

EOS Shark

12.0 / 15.0 / 18.0 / 21.0 / 24.0 kW
Exclusive premium class floor-standing sauna heater for dry
Finnish sauna.
Unique, distinctive round-shaped design for intensive commercial use. Striking appearance thanks to the distinctive shark
fin alike design elements and open rock store.
Ideal for placement in front of glass panels or in the centre of
the sauna.
Completely made of high grade stainless steel. Facia strips and
design elements in anthracite finish.

:: RELAXATION.

:: SET YOUR SOUL FREE.
Both body and mind are equally important for the well-being.
Hectic and stress can make everyday life very strenuous...
A relaxing sauna bath gives your body and mind time to refuel, to break away from
the every day stress, to socialise with your friends. Sauna is a great way to improve the
quality of your life.

:: EXCLUSIVITY

EOS WATERMILL SAUNA

Spectacular sauna heater with rotating wheel for commercial
theme saunas and impressive infusion effects.

EOS Watermill Sauna

Set - Watermill Sauna + Stone S60
The exclusive watermill sauna heater brings „action“ in your
sauna and provides spectacular steam shock effects.
The watermill wheel slowly turns anti-clockwise behind the
EOS Stone S60 heater.
After an automatic signal, the wheel starts to rotate in the
opposite direction so that the scoops pour the water directly onto the cascade over the heater, resulting in a series of
powerful steam shocks.
The luxurious Stone S60 heater with its massive soap stone
front panel perfectly complements the Watermill design.
60 kg stone volume ensures high heat storage capacity for
powerful steam shocks and particularly smooth heat radiation.

: : W AT E R M I L L S A U N A
Brings action in your sauna
Theme saunas or infusions - the exclusive watermill sauna
heater will be a true eye-catcher in the sauna cabin and the
heart of your facility.
“Action” and spectacular steam shock effects - for an ultimate
sauna experience of your sauna guests.

EOS Saunatechnik GmbH
Schneiderstriesch 1
35759 Driedorf, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)2775 82-0
Fax +49 (0)2775 82-431
E-Mail: info@eos-sauna.de
Internet: www.eos-sauna.de

